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AGENDA 1 : SIX DAYS WAR (ARAB ISRAEL WAR) OF 1967 

 
Background: 

The end of World War II constituted not only an end to the largest war in human history, but in many ways, 

an end to open hatred of Jews by the Western world. As a result of several events; not just the Holocaust 

but the countless, almost innate displays of anti-Semitism in Western politics, business, education, 

literature and arts, a need among the Western powers, in particular the United States of America, was 

seen for the existence of a Jewish land. This followed the general trend of decolonization and self-

determination on ethnic or religious lines that was seen all through the century. Accordingly, the Jewish 

state of Israel, till date the only Jewish majority state in the world, was established in 1948 on historically 

Jewish land. This practice was nothing new by this time; Albania and the Middle East were freed from 

Ottoman rule on the grounds of ethnicity, India was freed from British rule on similar (if more complex) 

grounds, and the world saw a decline in multi-ethnic empires such as the Ottoman or British empire, in 

favour of smaller ethnic-states. Even though multi-ethnic empires still existed, such as the Soviet Union 

and the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, they still divided administrative power and considerable 

autonomy to provinces divided on ethnic lines based on which ethnicities had traditionally resided in those 

places. 

 
The issue with Israel, however, is that its creation bucked this trend of sovereignty on ethnic lines. While it 

is true that the country is based on traditionally Jewish land, the fact is that the same land has also been 

traditionally Christian and traditionally Muslim; over the course of history empires of all three religions 

have ruled over and integrated the land of modern-day Israel into their respective empires, and Israel 

today, in particular Jerusalem still has an overwhelming Islamic and Christian legacy. This naturally means 

that while the Jews did have a valid claim to Israel’s land, it also meant that Arab states, which under the 

Rashidun, Umayyad and Abbasid caliphates ruled over Israel from the 6th-16th centuries BCE. 

 
As a result, and due to additional geopolitical difficulties caused by the Israeli state’s land comprising fertile 

land in a decidedly barren region that didn’t even have a Jewish majority (see graphic on the next page) the 
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Arab states have opposed the existence of a Jewish homeland on what they see as their own rightful soil 

for as long as modern Arab states have existed, leading to support for the Palestinian position in many 

ways, both legal and sketchy. This resulted in Arab-Israeli wars in 1948 and 1956, and the 1968 war was in 

many ways a continuation of this hostility between Arab States and Israel. 

 

 

 
It is worth noting here that while the West saw the Jews as historically oppressed and in need of a 

homeland, the Arabs had no such views. Indeed, the notion of the Jewish scourge has plagued the world 

for centuries, spanning across borders and cultures. Till date, the only nations which have never officially 

discriminated against Jews or endorsed the same are the Republic of Turkey (as the Ottoman Empire) and 

Republic of India (both in its modern iteration and in historic contexts). 

 
The first of the two wars happened immediately after the formation of the 

Israeli state. Egypt, as the state controlling the Suez Canal and Tiran straits, 

imposed a blockade of shipments travelling to Israel, not only harming the 

nascent country but constituting in international law a casus belli; an act of 

war. It was not until 1956, after a temporary occupation of the Sinai 

peninsula by British and French forces, that hostilities came to an end. 

Pressure from the United States ensured the Arab states, led at the time by 

Egypt, wouldn’t interfere with Israel. 
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However, in 1964, American relations with Egypt (now the United Arab Republic) soured, and when the 

United States stepped out, the Soviet Union stepped in, generating hatred for Israel among the Arab states 

and attempting to unite them in their fight against a common enemy. As a result almost every nation 

bordering Israel (bar Syria) was willing to rush to war. 

 
However, in the spring of 1967, tensions between Syria and Israel ran high, with flashpoints including 

terrorist raids against Israel originating from Syria and the Syrian diversion of water from the Jordan River. 

Following an attack on the water pump at Kibbutz Misgav Am, Israeli Prime Minister and Defense Minister 

Levi Eshkol resolved that after the next act of belligerence, Israel would position armored tractors deep 

into the demilitarized zones, wait to be hit, and then fire back. The plan went into effect accordingly and 

resulted in a large-scale dogfight on April 7 over Syrian skies, in which the Israeli Air Force shot down 

several Syrian planes. In the next month, Fatah, the Palestinian terrorist organization, launched more than 

a dozen attacks on Israel and planted mines and explosives on Israel's borders with Syria, Jordan and 

Lebanon. On May 5, violence escalated as Palestinian fighters shelled Kibbutz Manara. All the while, Israel 

continued with its forays into the demilitarized zones and Israel launched a diplomatic campaign to set the 

groundwork for retaliation. 

  
An Israeli appeal to United Nations Secretary General U Thant led to unprecedented UN censure of the 

Arabs. On May 11, U Thant condemned the Arab attacks; but a proposed Security Council debate on the 

matter was derailed by Soviet obstructionism. The United States, meanwhile, refused Israel's request for 

tanks and jets and suggested that its naval fleet in the region would remain neutral in case of war. Israeli 

statements about answering Syrian aggression were reported in the international press and goaded 

additional Syrian backing of Fatah operations. 

 
May 15 was Israeli Independence Day, and a parade by the army was organized to celebrate, an event 

marked by a notable (in the Soviet Opinion) absence of weaponry. The Soviets used this to convince Anwar 

al-Sadat, member of the Egyptian National Assembly, that between May 16 and 22 Israel would launch an 

invasion of the United Arab Republic. This misinformation was carried on by the Soviets to Syria, and joint 

panic between Syria and the United Arab Republic led to President Nasser of the United Arab Republic 

marching the military towards the Sinai peninsula. 
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In response to the troop buildup, Israel authorized the placement of tank regiments in the South and 

engaged all diplomatic channels to ensure the United Arab Republic and Syria were aware that they did not 

desire a war. 

 
However, despite the same the United Arab Republic evicted UN peacekeeping forces placed in the 

country in 1956, tripled the troop buildup on the Sinai peninsula and blocked the Tiran strait, constituting 

in Israel’s eyes an act of war (again). 

 
On May 30, King Hussein of Jordan and Nasser signed a mutual defense pact in which Egypt gained joint 

command of the Jordanian army. Iraq joined a military alliance with Syria, Egypt and Jordan. In the context 

of the pact, Jordan permitted the reopening of PLO offices in Amman and essentially relinquished control 

of its army to the Egyptians, who transferred two Egyptian battalions to Jordanian territory. By this point, 

Israel was surrounded by some 500,000 troops, more than 5,000 tanks, and almost 1,000 fighter 

planes.Alarmed by this development and succumbing to public pressure, Eshkol stepped down as defense 

minister on June 1 and named popular war hero Moshe Dayan as a replacement, which buoyed public 

spirit. By this time, despite ambiguous earlier responses on both sides of the Soviet and United States’ 

positions on a war on this issue, the Israeli government began to receive support from the United States of 

a preemptive strike, and on June 5, the Israeli cabinet voted 12-2 in favour of war. 

 
Timeline: 

June 5 

Israeli air attacks against Egypt, Jordan and Syria begin in the morning. Jordan and Syria begin attempting 

attack on Tel Aviv. 

 
June 6 

Syrian forces fortify the border with Israel and begin artillery fire. Israel takes Gaza, Ras el Naqeb and Jebel 

Libni from Egypt. Ramallah, North East Jerusalem, Ammunition Hill and Talpiot are among areas Israeli 

forces capture. Jordanian forces are ordered to retreat from West Bank. 

 
June 7 

U.N. Security Council presents a cease-fire initiative. Egypt's President Gamal Abdel Nasser turns it down. 

Israeli Prime Minister Levi Eskol proposes to Jordan's King Hussein that a cease-fire and peace talks begin. 

Hussein doesn't respond. Bir al-Hasna and Al Qazima in Egypt are claimed by Israel. Old City of Jerusalem, 
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Nablus and Jericho are among those places that fall in Jordan. Jordanian forces are ordered to retreat. 

Fighting between Syria and Israel continues on the border of Golan. 

 
June 8 

Egypt accepts a cease-fire. Hebron falls to the Israeli army. Fighting continues on the border of Golan. 

 
June 9 

An attack on Golan Heights is ordered. 

 
June 10 

Israel takes Kuneitra and Mas'ada. Cease-fire with Syria is agreed upon. War ends, with Israel claiming the 

Gaza Strip, West Bank, Golan Heights and Sinai Peninsula to the Suez Canal. 

 
Notes for Committee: 

Committee begins on June 1. Our aim is to prevent a war from taking place, knowing full well that UN 

peacekeeping forces have been expelled, the military presence on both sides is expanding and that in the 

eyes of Israel, a casus belli has already been committed. Observer nations are present under Article 31 in 

Chapter V of the UN Charter. 
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